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1. Executive Summary
 Thanks to the wide spread of smartphones, social media and content platforms such 
as Facebook and Youtube experience fast growth. IT conglomerates in the social media/
content platform business make huge profits through accumulating a big data of 
user information, as well as through collecting commission from revenues realised by 
content creators operating in their platform.

 UUNIO questions this business model. Revenue created by selling big data of user 
information will be redistributed to the users. This  will be done by compensating all 
activities within the content platform accumulated into big data, such as posting, liking 
and sharing contents, with UNIFUL coins. UUNIO can provide an alternative social 
media model, where its users are actually compensated for their contribution to the 
business model of the social media.

 In addition, UUNIO will build a creator-centred ecosystem. While existing content 
platforms offer only up to 20% of its profits to the creators, UUNIO distributes the 62.5 
percent of total profits to the creators, 22.5 percent to the content curators and “likers.” 
To foster and strengthen the UUNIO ecosystem UUNIO plans to develop a support 
scheme to facilitate better content development, as well as developing a content 
creator drafts to pick out potential UCC stars. UUNIO will work with the creators by 
offering a commission free content platform that continues to improve.

 As the press are increasingly subject to advertisements and capitals, we live in a 
world where the press is no longer a credible source of information. UUNIREVIEW 
and UUNIPRESS offers a new solution to provide credible information to the users. 
UUNIREVIEW, a DApp that aims to review everything and anything, provides accurate 
information to its users with unique reward system and assessment policy. UUNIPRESS 
a platform of independent journalists free from adverts and the press that will provide 
quality news, as well as bringing back the value of journalism.

 UUNIO token and UNIFUL coins are the currencies of the UUNIO ecosystem. UUNIO 
tokens are to be sold in private sale, pre-sale, crowd-sale periods. 900 million UUNIO 
tokens will be supplied to the market, assuming that 20 million dollars are raised. 
UUNIO tokens will be traded at the price of 0.08 dollars per token during token sales. 
UNIFUL coins are used as the actual currency inside UUNIO, and are exchanged with 
UUNIO tokens at a later determined exchange rate. UUNIO tokens can be purchased as 
a discounted price during private-sale and pre-sale periods.

"UUNIO is a blockchain-based Social Media Contents Market Place platform with an 
actual reward system. Users are remunerated for the entirety of the value that they 
create inside UUNIO.  UUNIO is created for the decentralisation of information and 

equitable redistribution of value created by user contents."

1. Executive Summary
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2. Background 
 The Cyberpunk movement in the 1990s argued for the protection of privacy at an 
extremely thorough level. The movement feared that the rapid development of ICT may 
develop into a government arm of individual control. The Cyberpunk movement argued 
for a crypted currency system independent from institutional regulations. Such ideas 
however remained an ideological idea at the time.

 Crypted currency re-emerged after the global financial crisis in 2008 as an alternative 
means to institutionalised finance. Instability of financial institutions during the 2008 
financial crisis justified the scepticism for centralised and heavily regulated financial 
system. Among various cryptocurrency models, blockchain-based Bitcoin was the 
first to gain currency. Since then, blockchain technology has been recognised for 
decentralised nature, and continues to be developed.

 The concern for privacy held by the Cyberpunk movement that has now become a 
subject of public debate. The public continues to search for a middle ground that is 
both ethical and reasonable. However, there are no clear alternatives to the centralised 
financial system. UUNIO therefore was developed with the aforementioned debate 
in mind to realise the potential of blockchain technology in allowing reasonable 
redistribution of resources. 

 UUNIO focused on ‘centralisation of information’. Daily sharing of personal experiences 
have become a natural part of human life with the proliferation of smartphones. 
IT giants such as Facebook create profit by providing platforms where personal 
experiences can be shared, for free. They create exponential profit by marketing the big 
data of personal information of platform users accumulated within the platform.

 It seems reasonable at first for users to ‘pay in-kind’ their personal information to 
use the platform for free. However, recognising that information equates value in 
today’s circumstances, it is unfair to state that users were sufficiently remunerated for 
the personal information handed over to the IT companies. Moreover, IT giants who 
accumulate and market the big data of personal information has now become a new 
centralised force that is capable of manipulating the individual. UUNIO aims to take the 
lead in equitable redistribution of value, by using blockchain technology, which was 
developed as a means to protect individual freedoms and values.

2. Background
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3. Vision
 Everyone receives adequate remuneration for the value that they create. Everything 
that derives from an individual, such as tangible products, creative outputs in various 
mediums, and even personal information, are recognised for its value and are subject 
to fair remuneration. In the past, intermediaries were essential for exchanging values 
and goods between the consumer and the producer, and they too were remunerated 
for the value they created for the consumer and the producer by taking their share of 
the cut. The future that is to be presented by UUNIO allows consumers and producers 
to exchange goods and services directly without any intermediaries to reduce not 
only social costs, but also intermediary charges. This is done by having blockchain 
technology assume the role of the credible intermediary between the producer and the 
consumer.

 In UUNIO everyone has the right to self-control. The individual initiative and control 
taken away by the individual by the manipulation of preference and opinions by the 
media, as well as the personal information that was unconsciously handed over will 
be returned back to the individuals. The UUNIO ecosystem will replace the status quo 
in which individuals were subject to capitalist logic and pressures. In this ecosystem, 
individuals will clearly recognise their existence and behaviour. The recovery of the 
right to self-control occurs not only within individuals, but also within communities. 
Communities deviating from the large capital influence will contribute to the 
democratic development of the society.

 All these become part of everyday life. The ultimate vision of UUNIO is to make these 
changes, which seem innovative at the moment, become very natural and ordinary.

3. Vision
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4. UNIFUL Chain 
    & UUNIO Chain

4.1. UNIFUL(UNIF) Chain

 UNIFUL Chain is a DPoS blockchain using its own technology. The basic trading unit of 
UNIFUL Chain is UNIFUL. Through fully open API & SDK, UNIFULChain aims to provide 
users with substantial remuneration for content creation and consumption. Moreover, 
UNIFULChain, and also to aime to provide voting rights to various users and, thereby it 
would ultimately strengthen the ecosystem by rewarding users for their overall internet 
activities.activities on the internet.

 UNIFUL Chain provide our users with UNIFUL coin as a reward for their activities on the 
UUNIO platform, evaluated by their activity logs and UUNIO’s abusing-filtering systems. 
Users have the opportunity to create profit through UNIFUL coins received for their 
activities.

 The total issue volume of UNIFUL Chain is limitless. However, UNIFUL Chain will 
self-learn and implement the optimal supply volume from UUNIO, the first DApp, by 
evaluating the currency market price formed by currency supply and demand from the 
first year of operating UUNIO. UUNIO aims to set the initial inflation rate to 9.5%, aiming 
to deduct inflation by 1% every year.with the first dApp UUNIO, you will see that prices 
will be formed in the market supply and demand for the first year, and it will learn the 
trend.

 Through the Single Sign On authentication provided by UNIFULChain, it is possible 
to integrate various services into one account, and it is possible to accumulate the 
contribution from various services as well as the service based on this standard. The 
reward for the activity will be able to check from the wallet provided by the company 
as well.

4.2. UUNIO Chain

 UUNIO Chain is a block chain that creates a unified currency system, responsible for 
fundraising through token sales and for fostering an initial ecosystem for UUNIO. A 
total of 900 million UUNIO token will be issued. This is responsible for funding through 
TOKEN-SALE and issuing tokens in order to create a basic ecosystem.

 The total 900 million UUNIO token will be issued and iIt can be exchanged at a set 
ratio with UNIFUL coin from UNIFUL Chain. Only UUNIO tokens will be listed on the 
exchange platform, and UNIFUL coins must be purchased and sold only by swapping it 
with UUNIO tokens.

4. UNIFUL Chain & UUNIO Chain
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 All services to be launched in the future will include a wallet, and you can find UUNIO 
tokens and UNIFUL coins for each wallet.

 UUNIO aims at building an ecosystem with stable token economics, not a platform 
where money is issued randomly. Once dApps UUNIO, UNNIREVIEW and UUNIPRESS 
that are to be launched in the future for a reward based community UUNIO will take 
in the inflow of cash into the UUNIO ecosystem in a stable manner. DApp UUNIO, 
UUNIREVIEW, and UUNIPRESS, which will be launched in the future, form a community 
with rewarding system. All forms of cash flowing into UUNIO will be stored in the 
UUNIO ecosystem. All UNIFUL coins will gradually hold a stable and unique value as 
a currency. This will be done by gradually reducing the inflation rate of UNIFUL coins, 
while on the other hand expanding the UUNIO community, thus creating a stable 
demand for UNIFUL coins and cash inflow into the UUNIO ecosystem.

 As mentioned earlier, the issuance of UNIFUL coins is not fixed, but inflation is 
gradually reduced. On the other hand, as the community grows over time and as a 
result more cash flows into the services, all UNIFUL coins will gradually hold a unique 
value.

4.3. Contribution Rating

 "Subjective work proof system is the currency distribution method that is greatly 
improved from the objective work proof system such as mining. Monetary policy based 
on subjective work proof system is broader than objective work proof system, because it 
can be applied to all communities with clear goals. Joining a community means trusting 
the community and voting for the growth of that community. It means being willing to 
participate. In practice, the task evaluation criteria are completely subjective and cannot 
be objectified by the source code.
 While there could be communities that prioritize rewards for artists, poets, comedians, 
etc., there may also be communities that focus on activities or political issues. The value 
of each currency depends on its impact on a particular community and the growth 
potential of each community. Respectively. Unlike existing systems, the subjective work 
proof system is a collective value investment. Not only to activate but also to monetise 
nonmonetary assets. "

- Steem

 UNIFUL Chain pursues a rewards system completed based on the user’s activities 
within the community. Despite the fact that the value of a community is created by 
the users, corporations ensured that users were barred from the rights to the value 
that they created. During the first year of service launch, pursues rewards based on 
thorough community activation of users. No matter what the enterprise or service is, 
all the values are created by members of the community, which they have not had the 
right to value in the tyranny of corporations. UNIFUL Chain will provide a generous 
reward to its members for one year after launching the UUNIO service and will learn 
and update the new economic system and contribution system.to its users. UNIFUL 
Chain will be updated by studying the economic system and the contribution system 
featured in the UUNIO ecosystem.

4. UNIFUL Chain & UUNIO Chain
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 The user's contribution to the community is calculated by measuring how the user 
uses the ‘recommendation rights’ linked to the dApps synced to the user’s account. 
Recommendation rights act as a form of curating good content within the community. 
Recommendation rights are provided in limited amounts every day, and are removed 
if the user does not use it in 24 hours. More recommendation rights are given every 
day in proportion to how much UNIFUL the user carries in the user’s wallet. This 
incentivises the users to accumulate and keep UNIFUL in their wallets.In addition, 
features such as ‘likes’ used in conventional social media are also available to foster 
basic communication among members allowing the users to utilise UUNIO as an 
social media.measured by exercising the recommendation ticket given to each dApp 
associated with the account. A certain amount of recommendation tickets given 
daily is practical curation, increasing in proportion to the UNIFUL coin holdings and 
disappearing if not used within 24 hours. In addition to recommendation tickets, 'likes' 
used in social media are also available, allowing daily communication. 

 In Steemit, the amount of steem power is proportional to the amount of power 
influence within the Steem community. This, which induces motivation for users to 
possess more steem power. On Afreeca TV or Kakao TV, the viewer is given greater 
esteem, or level, in proportion to their financial patronage to the content creator. To 
implement the increase of influence within the community, and hence the want for 
accumulating more UNIFUL coins while minimising the risk of abusing, the viewer’s 
level is determined by the extent of voluntary support received by the creator. To avoid 
abusing problem, UUNIO features additional voting rights proportional to the amount 
of UNIFUL coins held by the user. This feature can be has added the ability to vote 
on UNIFUL coins in order to implement the increase of the power proportional to the 
amount of token. Having more voting rights proportionate to the amount of UUNIO 
tokens is a big plus for those whousers that wants to have a greater influence on the 
lead the shape of the community. Moreover, UUNIO as a new form of social media 
has a create group feature, which will create groups in exchange of certain amount of 
coins. UUNIO has the ability to create groups as a social network service and allows the 
creation of groups only if they have more than a certain amount of coin.

4.4. Consensus protocol

 The Delegated Proof of stake (DPoS) is called as a delegated equity certificate. Instead 
of having all stakeholders acting as nods participating in block creation, DPoS allows 
stakeholders to Instead of participating in the block creation, shareholders who are 
qualified for all nodes could allow to delegate its block creation authority to the a 
group of "superior nodes" elected by the result of voting of all nodes in the network. 
These A certainspecific number of delegated witnesses are responsible for creating 
blocks with full delegated authority within the network.

 Dan Larimer concept proofed DPoS by has builtbuilding and tested testing Steem and 
BitShares by based on theusing the Graphene engine, an engine thatwhich is using uses 
DPoOS consensus. DPoOS has afeatures very fast performance and expansive scalability 
as only a limited number of nods in the network participate in the consensus building 
process. because of the limited number of nodes participating in the consensus.

4. UNIFUL Chain & UUNIO Chain
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 UUNIOs adopted DPoS for a variety of reasons.There are several reasons for choosing 
DPOS. First, DPos skips the network maintenance or algorithm updates needed for hard 
forks to enhance the convenience for small-scale participations. Second, remittance 
fees are eliminated, thus also eliminating bars to community participation for users.as a 
convenience for small-scale participants, it is possible to omit the operation of updating 
the algorithm for each hard fork or the network maintenance for block generation. 
Finally, DPoS ensures fast speed that are critical for the success of social media services 
with a large user base. Consensus speed of DPoS is Unparalleled and its advantages are 
already verified in other platforms.

 Posting on the Blockchain based social media is like transaction recording, which 
means that all posts are hashed. The UNIFUL Chain recognises the technical limitations 
of the blockchain technology and tries to operate the blockchain technology more 
reliably by using it only for necessary parts including distribution and transfer of 
content ID and UNIFUL coins.

4.5. Reward payment

Community members are rewarded with UNIFUL Coin issued by UNIFUL Chain through 
content creation and contribution to created contents. Users can use the UNIFUL Coin 
in the different dApps of the UNIFUL Chain, and they can also convert it for UUNIO 
Tokens. Conversion service is available from Clet, the digital wallet for cryptocurrency 
made to use in the dApp ecosystem of UNIFUL Chain.

 Price of UUNIO token will fluctuate depending on market supply and demand. As the 
value of UUNIO token is the value of the UUNIO community members and their created 
content, stability of the value of UUNIO token is an integral factor. Delay time needed 
to cash out UUNIO tokens will be adjusted in a flexible manner between 7 days, up to 
a maximum of 30 days to ensure stability during times of price volatility caused by high 
trade volume.UUNIO will encourage UNIFUL coin holders to hold onto their coins by 
preparing a ‘cancel cashout’ feature in case they Decide not to cash out.
 
4.6. Mining Pool

 Mining rights are distributed to certified operators in a license form. Mining pools will 
be distributed to stakeholders such as entertainment companies or MCN businesses 
proportional to theit UNIFUL Chain service or the size of their uploaded contents to the 
UUNIO community.
Mining rights will not be limited to big firms.

 Everyone who produces excellent contents have the right to the opportunity to earn 
mining rights, and therefore the opportunity to earn stable mining revenue. A part 
of the profits from mining will be allocated to content consumers. The ratio will be 
steadily adjusted to offset the burden on consumers.

 Moreover, to activate the dApp, UUNIO will adjust the mining pool for each dApp so 
that the dApp host can fully manage the mining node.

4. UNIFUL Chain & UUNIO Chain
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4.7.Services

 The interfaces and services of the currently developing UUNIO platform are as follows.

●  Client API SDK language support
	 - Swift
	 - Cotlin
	 - Java
	 - Javascript
	 - Web API

●  CryptoWallet(Clet)
	 - iOS
	 - Android

●  UNIFUL Chain based Services on development
	 - UUN.io
	 - UUNI Review
	 - UUNI Press
	 - Clet(Wallet)

 The core of UNIFULChain is that a lot of web/app services become its customers and 
collect social media functions in one place. So, we are developing platform-specific 
SDKs for basic iOS, Android, Web and so on.

4. UNIFUL Chain & UUNIO Chain
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5.1. Problem

Unfair revenue model of conventional social media
 Advertising is the main source of revenue for conventional social media. Platform 
operators use big data of user information and behavioural patterns, and create 
massive revenue from targeted advertisements to the users. Conventional social media 
platforms necessitate the active presence of platform operators for its continuation, 
and this allowed for the aforementioned revenue model to continue. Therefore, main 
development focus of conventional social media platforms were in most regards limited 
to creating ‘a better platform’ to further increase user base to maximise their revenue 
from targeted advertising, and users paid no mind to it as they received the service 
for free. Using blockchain technology can move social media revenue model into a 
much better way. Through blockchain technology it is possible to return the profit from 
selling big data user information to the users that created them.

Unreasonable rewards for content providers
 Content creators operating in content platforms such as Youtube and Twitch earn 
profits from advertisements on their contents, or by receiving voluntary contributions 
from the content consumers. Commission taken by the platform operator however 
make it impossible for creators to reap full reward for their creative efforts. Platform 
provides take up to 40% of the revenue created by the content creators. Until now, this 
seemed fair to the users as the presence of a third party platform provider was deemed 
a necessity. However, implementing a blockchain based content platform will make 
it possible to create a creative environment between creators and the users, without 
the intermediary. Commissions will be remembered as an unreasonable system of the 
old era, and the profits generated by the contents will be entirely distributed to the 
creators.

5. UUNIO

5. UUNIO
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5.2. Opportunity

 The global MAU of Facebook reached 70 billion by the third quarter of 2017, and it 
has accumulated $4.1 billion from advertising on its social media platform. However, 
analysts suggest that such social networks as Facebook and Twitter are gradually losing 
the interest of the younger population; services such as Instagram, Snapchat and Kwai 
has attracted their interests instead. Having said that, Instagram, Snapchat and Kwai are 
yet to completely absorb the deserting users from conventional social media. UUNIO 
anticipates to position itself in this white space where user's demands from new-born 
social media are easily grasped.

 There is an overflow of creative contents on the internet. 66 years’ worth of video 
contents is uploaded to YouTube on a daily basis. While content creators dedicate great 
passion into their work, there is no platform that fully rewards their labour. Indeed, 
many creators once based on Afreeca TV have relocated to YouTube and Twitch.tv in 
retaliation to Afreeca TV’s unfair commissions model. Creators are prepared to relocate 
themselves anytime to wherever their efforts could get rewards in full.

5.3. Challenge

 UUNIO pursues an ecosystem where good creators receive reasonable remuneration. 
Under a reasonable reward policy without any third party intervention, talented 
creators will be drawn into UUNIO. Then users wishing to consume high-quality content 
will gather as well. UUNIO's challenge is to build a virtuous platform on which the 
production and consumption of content is harmonized with a reasonable remuneration.

High levels of rewards for contents creation
 UUNIO allocates 62.5% of its total revenue to creators – a significantly higher rate 
than existing social media, which allocate somewhat less than 20%. This provides an 
environment where the creators reap better rewards for better contents. 62.5% of the 
total revenue will be distributed to content creators, 22.5% to the users that contribute 
to the community by recommending good contents, and 10% to node maintenance. 
Through this, all who participates in the UUNIO platform to be rewarded for what they 
want. Also, UUNIO is designed to guarantee the best reward to the best content creators 
and the users that curate the best contents and content creators for the community.

Support for new creator’s contents
 UUNIO's creator remuneration scheme can attract many creators and users early 
on. However it also possesses the risk of only having the usual content creators with 
higher rewards over time. To address this, UUNIO promises to provide support for new 
creators.. distinguished by the amount of total recommendation received during their 
activity. One-third of the daily recommendation tickets must be used on new contents 
in order to cultivate new creators.

5. UUNIO
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UUNIO will also build a system to increase the content exposure of contents from new 
creators. This will ensure that UUNIO is not dominated by a set number of large content 
creators, and moreover ensure that stream of contents continue to trickle into UUNIO. 
If a flaw is found in this model, the creator community in UUNIO will vote on how to 
better improve the system.
Decisions that are voted on will be shared with UUNIO developers to implement these 
decisions.

- How will content creators create ecosystems to create and share as much as they can?
- How will all users receive fair rewards with UNIFUL coin?

 UUNIO’s challengs is to find the most appealing answer for the above questions. 
UUNIO tries to solve this in the following way.

5.4. Main Characteristics

Sales and Purchasing of Contents
 Every content creators wanted an environment where creators could sell their contents 
on Facebook. There have been many cases that paid contents producers have had to 
distribute their contents for free, as many of their paid contents has been spreading 
for free on the internet, or through copyright abuse. To prevent this from happening, 
UUNIO will create an environment where creative contents can be protected starting 
from the time of initial upload. Creators are able to set the price of their contents 
with UUNIO tokens and sell their content very easily. Users will be able to purchase 
and enjoy contents from creators by earning tokens from being active within the 
community.

5. UUNIO
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Recommendations
 Recommendation is one of the first criteria UUNIO users look to determine the quality 
of content. All users basically receive three chances to recommend a content each 
day. The total recommendation count which gets replenished at midnight varies 
according to user levels, and the maximum recommendation count is seven. Users 
cannot recommend a content more than once, and every recommendation provides 
equal effect to the recommended content. This makes it difficult for users with strong 
recommendation powers to distribute their recommendation with one another (a so-
called ‘abusing’ behavior)

Creator Support
 Many services such as Afreeca TV, Twitch.tv, YouTube, charge a huge fee for donations 
to creators. Donations to the creators are a gift of gratitude to the creators from the 
users. This should not be misused to make platform providers rich. Within UUNIO, 
100% of sponsorship or donations go to the contents creators.

Level
 When determining the level of a user, “UNIFUL coin Holding Amount” and “Activity 
Score” are considered. The levels are divided into 10 levels according to the standard 
normal distribution. Activity score is assessed based on interaction with other users, 
participation in reporting, and the number of followers. Users who hold UNIFUL coin 
contribute to the value of UNIFUL coin and UUNIO token as well as to the stability of 
the ecosystem, will be rewarded with a more interest. While Users with high activity 
score are paid interest through their contribution to the vitalization of UUNIO, therefore 
facilitating the flow of authentic users. Activity scores and UNIFUL coin reserves are 
added together at a ratio of 1:2 and reflected in the level of the user in real time.

5. UUNIO
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Abusing & Governance
 Featured mentioned above cannot entirely eliminate the possibility of abusing 
and exploitation. Also, there is also the possibility of cases like spreading of child 
pornography that must be censored among distributed content. Governance and 
censorship will be delegated not only to the heaviest contributors to the community 
that are both voted in, as well as being randomly selected as censors. The system will 
be based on the features of Decentralised Autonomous Organisation, and when a "bad" 
enters the community, community members will vote the “bad” out.

5.5.	 Token Economy

Reward system
 There are two types of rewards for UNIFUL coins: Content reward and curation reward. 
Since UUNIO's growth is driven by content creators and curators, rewards for content 
creation and curation are the largest, accounting for 62.5% and 22.5% of total reward, 
respectively.
 Advertisement target remuneration is provided to users who are substantially 

5. UUNIO
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exposed to advertisements. All users of UUNIO are remunerated differently for the 
advertisements on UUNIO according to the algorithm that considers the number of 
exposures, length of exposure, and the number of clicks.

Contents creator reward
 When the total amount of the daily contents in the UUNIO platform is n, the 
compensation rate P obtained by the specific content x is determined by the formula 
using the number obtained recommendations V as follows.

 If the daily issue amount of the UNIFUL coin is S, the daily compensation amount 
R given to the content x is as follows. From this, It is possible to calculate the daily 
compensation amount  C reworded to creator of content x.

 The daily compensation amount is calculated on a daily basis and accumulated in 
the content. The calculation and issuance of the rewards for the UNIFUL Coin is made 
at midnight, after 7 days to 8 days of the content being uploaded. After that, it is 
calculated at midnight every seven days until the content is deleted. The time is based 
on Universal Time Coordinated (UTC).

5. UUNIO
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Curator reward
 Duplicate recommendation is not allowed for content. In order to accurately 
calculate the amount of content remuneration, once a recommendation is made 
it cannot be retrieved. The period during which the recommendation affects the 
compensation is active until the next compensation calculation date for the content. 
If the recommendation order of the user for the content x is upper a%, the curation 
compensation U given to the user is as follows.

5. UUNIO
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Interest payment
 5% of the reward is allocated to interest pool, and the user receives interest according 
to their UUNIO activity level. Level calculations use the amount of UNIFUL coins in 
their wallet and activity points. Activity score is calculated based on interaction with 
other users, participation in the abuse report, number of followers, etc. Users who have 
UNIFUL coins are rewarded with more interest because they contribute to raising the 
value of UNIFUL coins and UUNIO token and stabilizing the ecosystem. Users with high 
activity scores are paid interest as they contribute to the activation of UUNIO platform 
and attract more authentic users. This type of payment scheme can provide an 
incentive for holding UNIFUL coins, while at the same time attracting users to find an 
alternative social networking platform. The interest is immediately distributed according 
to user level, when a certain amount of interest is accumulated by the system.

Incineration measures
 Since UNIFUL coins are issued in an unlimited amount, measures to take out the 
issued UNIFUL coins from the token economy are necessary to ensure a stable valuable 
of UNIFUL coins. UNIFUL coins converted to UUNIO will be “incinerated” to decrease 
the total token supply within the ecosystem. UNIFUL coins used to pay for services 
within the UUNIO platform will be incinerated as well. Those services include value 
added features such as advertisement removals, emojis and softwares.

5. UUNIO
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 It should also be taken into account that while the incineration volume is controlled, 
the volume of UNIFUL coins will also gradually decrease. If the UUNIO community 
grows and demand for UNIFUL coins grows, supply constraints may lead to deflation. 
Therefore, while the aforementioned incineration methods should be set as basic 
incineration measures, but the amount or ratio or removing coins from circulation 
will be constantly updated according to the statistics to establish a stable economic 
system.

5.6. Main Elements

Database
 We decided to apply blockchain only to the necessary parts (the financial 
remuneration that gives power to the contents) of UUNIO, since blockchain has 
not yet been commercialized enough to store all data. We want to build UUNIO to 
provide a very stable service by integrating zero-knowledge base blockchain and 
cloud.

Media
 Similar to database, there is not yet a blockchain platform that can seamlessly 
stream
HD video. UUNIO will use existing cloud-based infrastructures to build the platform, 
putting users convenience in top priority.

Messaging
 Most social platforms have an instant messaging function. UUNIO will use the 
cloud infrastructure to integrate the wallet for both instant messaging and UNIFUL 
coin transaction. This will allow users to send and receive UNIFUL coin easily with 
their friends. UUNIO will further develop as soon as possible the instant messaging 
function through blockchain technology to protect user privacy.

Privacy
 Potential risks from public profiles, private profiles, and follow-ups will be minimised 
through adopting most used privacy models and policies of such as Facebook and 
YouTube.

Advertisement
 As content platform is a two-sided market, advertising is unavoidably the major 
source of revenue for a platform. UUNIO can reward both creators and consumers 
by redistributing the advertising revenue. Native advertisements will be the default 
advertisement form to ensure that advertisements on UUNIO do not interfere with 
user experience. In addition, a platform dedicated to advertisements will be provided 
to advertisers for easy and autonomous advertisement. Various campaigns and 
advertisements can be designed through the advertisement administrator panel.

5. UUNIO
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6. dApps
6.1. UUNIREVIEW

6.1.1. Problem

The demise of credible information
 We now live in a world where information is flooded by advertisements. When a person 
purchase a product, i t is now the norm to search it on the internet first to read reviews 
about the product. The information gained from the internet has a large influence the 
buyer’s purchases. The problem however is that it is extremely difficult for average 
users to identify whether the information they receive on the internet is a genuine piece 
of information, or an advertisement manipulated by a company. Finding a reliable 
product review independent from advertising and sponsorships is extremely difficult. 
Sponsored review adverts have become so commonplace that the main source of 
revenue for many bloggers, and Facebook page admins, is in fact advertisement. Even 
professional review sites are erasing negative reviews, as one of their main sources of 
income for company.

Reviews that do not make reasonable revenue
 It is not easy to protect copyrights for internet contents. In particular, text-based 
contents are not large and it makes it very easy to reproduce. Claiming copyright is also 
very difficult if texts are re-written for content duplication. Users are so accustomed to 
using information on internet for free. The only way to earn revenue from reviews is 
through traffic. While blogs, Facebook, and YouTube are full of reviewers, only a handful 
of reviewers earn reasonable amount of revenue.

6.1.2. Solution

The emergence of a reliable information-gathering community
 UUNIREVIEW will be an oasis for internet users seeking for genuine evaluation of 
products and services. All articles in UUNIREVIEW are articles written without external 
influence or intervention. Reviews attracting large number of positive feedbacks will be 
designated reliable reviews. Reliable reviews on UUNIREVIEW will help users to make a 
reasonable consumption and decision making.

Guaranteed revenue with purely on reviews
 Creators will be able to produce genuine reviews in UUNIREVIEW. Reviewers will be 
free from company sponsorships and press manipulations to alter review trends. With 
UUNIREVIEW, you can receive a fair reward proportionate to your writing skill. There 
is no need to be affected or influenced by anyone. UUNIREVIEW only wants your frank 
reviews to be released.

6. dApps
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6.1.3. Features

Reviews of everything in the world
 Not only is it a review of home appliances, cosmetics, movies and restaurants that we 
can often see, but also the reviews of convenience store in the neighborhood where 
you applied for a part time shift, the atmosphere of the company where you currently 
work, and even reviews the side dishes of your dinner are all welcome in UUNIREVIEW. 
Numerous reviews are categorized by hash tags, and this will ensure readers' 
convenience of using the platform. The creators will be rewarded with equitable reward 
from the UUNIO system, and of course, those who produce good content will receive 
higher rewards.

Reviews that are not driven by capital influence
 UUNIREVIEW's compensation system allows pure reviews without capital influence. 
UUNIREVIEW is a platform where you can be rewarded for your own quality content 
without advertising and corporate sponsorship. UUNIREVIEW is likely to attract 
company-sponsored reviewers or marketers hired by various companies. However, 
distorted reviews could not be deemed high quality, and negative feedbacks are likely 
to pile up, pushing distorted review out of UUNIO. In UUNIREVIEW, only the truthful and 
trusted reviews that can enhance users' lives can survive. Such a truthful story of an 
individual that you may only find in a diary is the unique asset of UUNIREVIEW.

Active feedbacks
 UUNIREVIEW’s ecosystem could be completed with user feedbacks. User comments 
will support or refute the review in a real time basis. This will complete the review by 
constantly improving content quality. Reviews about reviews that are published on 
UUNIREVIEW may be also created. The system that rewards the one who put comments 
on the reviews will be a catalyst for this process. Open and decentralised nature of 
UUNIO will lead to a lot of articles including quality reviews, bad reviews or even 
somethings that are not worth reading. UUNIREVIEW is able to compare and seek good 
with a collective intelligence of individuals. The more positive the feedbacks are, the 
more often it is exposed to users thus, the more rewards they could receive.

 By its nature, creators of UUNIREVIEW will try to improve the quality of their articles 
in order to receive higher rewards. The accumulation of good writing invites more 
users into the community, and as the number of users in the community increases, the 
feedback system of UUNIREVIEW becomes more solid and concrete.
 

6. dApps
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6.1.4. Policy

UUNIREVIEW's Rewards and Evaluation Policy
 UUNIREVIEW is a sub dApp of UUNIO platform. UUNIREVIEW follows the basic UUNIO's 
ecosystem and its reward system. However, in UUNIREVIEW, comments and reviews can 
be evaluated at the same time. Within UUNIO, you could only recommend, but within 
UUNIREVIEW reviews they can also be negatively evaluated. The more positive reviews 
the creator receives on his article, the more likely it is that the system will be exposed 
to more reviews. Suggestions for revising the article are also possible within a certain 
range. If the creator accepts the proposal, the proposer will be rewarded once again.

Review deletion is impossible.
 UUNIREVIEW has no editors by default. No matter what you write, it does not violate 
the rules. It is impossible to delete legitimate reviews that are negative. regardless 
of external requests to do so. However, obscene articles, articles containing illegal 
contents are filtered by the system provided by UUNIO.

Corporate marketing and sponsorship
 UUNIREVIEW, in principle, prohibits employees related to the product from leaving a 
review of the product. However, we cannot stop sponsorship coming directly to the 
creators in order to protect their creator's revenue channel. In this case, the creator 
possesses an obligation to prevent the confusion of the reader by stating whether the 
review is sponsored article or not.

6.2. UUNIPRESS

6.2.1.	Problem

 Journalists are also called the Fourth Estate. They were regarded as independent 
class which do not belong to clergy, aristocracy, and commoners. The journalists are 
acknowledged with the power to keep watch power and authority. Today, journalists 
have lost the authority to protect the democratic value. The appearance of new 
media, marked by revenue generation through advertising has changed the nature of 
journalism. Advertising revenue is determined by the article traffic at the present day 
compared to those of TV ratings and the number of newspaper copies in the past. This 
may be a sensible way as the articles are priced according to advertising frequency, 
but it can bring many detrimental effects. The press will produce sensual articles to 
draw attention, rather than producing high quality journalism. Readers will have to 
endure unwanted advertisement as well. Overflow of articles to draw attention will lead 
to the desertion of the news’ reader base. They will then receive reduced advertising 
income by having low advertising frequency, as readers will leave to another journalism 
platform for articles of better quality. Bad cycle of the fourth estate will persist with the 
journalism under the power of capitalism.

6. dApps
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6.2.2.	Solution

 UUNIPRESS suggests ‘decentralized journalism platform’ by providing citizens a place 
for sound discussion and bringing respect back to the journalists. By excluding the 
press and advertisers, journalists would be able to write articles with the freedom of 
conscience in UUNIPRESS. Readers will be also able to read high quality articles that 
they want to read without any advertisements.

6.2.3.	Features

Revenue generation of journalists by writing, and writing only
 For the rewards for the journalists and article quality management, UNIPRESS will 
give UNIFUL coin to the journalist immediately after article is being published on the 
platform. This will solve the problem of undervalued rewards and provide incentives for 
quality improvement by getting sponsored from readers. This will bring virtuous circle 
by providing journalists substantial incentives to the articles from readers.

Readers vote on quality articles by using UNIFUL coins
 UNIPRESS asks readers to be more responsible in their role as a citizen in forming 
public opinion. As readers need to use UNIFUL coin for voting, they will vote with care 
and consideration. Readers will receive their UNIFUL coin back if the article that they 
voted is posted on the ‘discussion board’.

Journalist unions taking the role of the press
 Absence of the press does not mean the absence of bond between journalists.
Journalists with similar political orientation or interests can form the journalist unions 
within UUNIPRESS. The journalist unions will help the article quality of UUNIPRESS to 
be improved by creating a synergy effect.

Manager of the journalists' unions and participatory journalism
 Readers can sponsor individual journalist or the journalist unions. In addition to 
financial support, readers can help management of the journalists' unions as a 
manager. As a reward, manager will be able to get a portion of the profit from the 
journalist unions.

Crowdfunding to raise funds for investigative news
 Outstanding journalists in UUNIPRESS will be able to secure financial funding in 
planning phase of covering a case. Journalists that received favourable evaluation from 
readers for a certain period of time will be granted to crowdfunding opportunities.

6. dApps
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6.2.4.	Policy

Article evaluation based on the absolute quantity of for and against of the 
article
 Quality of the article will be assessed in terms of the absolute quantity of for and 
against rather than the relative figures of pros and cons. Articles with many votes with 
similar numbers of for and against will be moved to the ‘discussion board’. On the 
discussion board, readers will be able to debate on the article, and the journalists who 
wrote those articles will receive incentives.

Manager’s right to regulate ‘inappropriate’ articles
 Compared to ordinary users having the right of expressing likes and dislikes of the 
articles, managers of the journalist unions can have the right to classify the articles with 
unethical ideas or poor quality as inappropriate. Articles classified as inappropriate will 
be removed for the quality assurance in decentralised journalism.

Distribution of returns at the level of the journalists' unions
 Readers’ patronage of the journalists' unions will be equally redistributed to the 
journalists affiliated in the journalist union. Manager will receive smaller amount of 
revenue than that of journalists. But if there is any regulation inside the union, revenue 
will be distributed according to the rule.

Profit sharing at UUNIPRESS level
 UUNIPRESS platform will generate revenue by advertising. Without allowing any 
advertisement that tries to take advantage of famous journalists or journalist unions in 
the platform, UUNIPRESS will accept advertisement that targets UUNIPRESS readers. 
Advertising earnings will be equally distributed to every journalist in the platform.

Guaranteed anonymity and equal rights
 News platform UUNIPRESS, based on blockchain technology, does not have any rights 
on articles. There will be no information collected from journalists without consent. 
With the guaranteed anonymity, every journalists and readers will have equal rights in 
terms of voting and discussion system. Furthermore, the whole process of voting and 
mechanism will be open to the public.

6. dApps
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7. Roadmap
Business Roadmap

2018 Q1
 1.  Token Sale 
	 2.  1st Business Meet-Up at Walkerhill Hotel, Seoul (Hey!Blockchain)
	 3.  Partnership with major K-pop creators

2018 Q2
	 1.  UUNIO Chain payment module partnership with startups
	 2.  Contents Creator Union education programme launch
	 3.  Individual Partnership with Local & Global youtube creators
	 4.  Listing of UUNIO COIN at major exchanges
	 5.  First Product Launch (CLET, June)

2018 Q3
	 1.  2nd Business Meet-Up at Shanghai, China
	 2.  Partnership with Chinese Broadcasting Station
	 3.  Oversea partnership program launch for startups
	 4.  UUNIO Alpha Launch

2018 Q4
	 1.  UUNIO Beta Launch
	 2.  Global Business Agency launch at HongKong	  
	 3.  UUNIO Fest 2018, yearly event at HongKong

Technical Roadmap

2018 Q1 
	 1.  Private Sales 
	 2.  Presale 1st ,2nd Phase
	 3.  Presale 3rd Phase

2018 Q2
	 1.  Server Development
	 2.  Blockchain Development
	 3.  Clet(UUNIWallet) Launch

2018 Q3
	 1.  Web Version Alpha Test
	 2.  Mobile Development

2018 Q4
	 1.  Web Version Beta Launch
	 2.  Mobile Version Launch
	 3.  Open A.P.I Launch

7. Roadmap
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Summary

	 -  Total Supply (max): 0.9 billion

	 -  Target Amount: 20,000,000 USD

	 -  Price: 0.08 USD per 1 UUNIO

UUNIO token: It is a utility(Currency) token to be sold to advertisers and contents 
consumers (“contents” implies all types of contents such as video, music, pictures and 
text e.g.) Comics)

UNIFUL coin represents a token to be used for payment of advertisements and 
purchase of contents.

Rights:
No Voting or membership rights
No sharing of revenue, dividends, nor equity, etc.

Refunds: NONE
Redemption: Regulatory redemption only
Listing: DEX and Exchange partners.

8. The Token Sale

8. The Token Sale
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Total UUNIO Allocation

 

Funds Allocation

8. The Token Sale
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9. The Team
Connor Tack  |  CEO
 Connor is a specialist in IT services and international business 
development, and is the CEO of UUNIO. He worked as Head of Sales 
for the Aston Company in Singapore and as an advisor to Datarius, 
and was the CEO of Boogle and Kickchen. He graduated from UC 
Berkeley.

Moon Lee  |  CTO
 Moon, a developer of rich experiences, is the CTO of UUNIO. He 
worked as CTO of Boogle, and as the founder/CTO of Eazler. He 
was responsible for the development of MMORPG game 'Cabal' at 
ESTsoft. He has been responsible for technology development at 
various companies including NHN Ent and NAVER Software.

9. The Team

Kevin  |  Marketing Lead
 Kevin is a Marketing Lead for UUNIO. He is doing as a heavy user of 
blockchain based social media.
He has also lot of experienced management field through 
Entrepreneur Alliance of Busan, KLC, DSME.
He work with OHSUCCESSDAY Inc. as representative.
The YES24 best seller BIGWIN(self-deveopement & management) 
author

Hannah Kang  |  Designer
 Hannah is a graphic designer at UUNIO. She was the art director 
of Blue Moon Corporation, the main designer of Chris and Partners, 
the main designer of Super Strings, editorial designer of DNomade, 
and worked as a freelance editing designer at KBS and Chungnam 
National University.
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Amy Chao  |  Community Manager
 Community Manager of UUNIO. Former Global Marketing Manager 
of MeetEatChat. Former Business Development Assistant of 
SharePop APAC. Graduated at University of British Columbia. Fluent 
in English, Chinese, and Korean.

Jong-Ha Ahn  |  Developer
 Jongha is a full-stack developer with 15 years of experience and 
served as development team leader at Eastsoft. It has been two 
years since he participated in the development of the blockchain 
technology and he has been involved in the block chain and 
artificial intelligence system.

Jessy Kang  |  Frontend Dev
 Jessy is currently working as a front-end developer for UUNIO. she 
majored in Computer Information Science and Brain / Cognitive 
Science fusion at Korea University. She have completed the course 
developing UI / UX design of smart device.

9. The Team

Leah Roh  |  Project Manager
 Project Manager of UUNIO.
She is a expert PM in blockchain.
Graduated at Ewha Womans University, Korea

Mark Kim  |  RA Lead
 Mark is a researcher at UUNIO. He has worked as chairman of the 
writers meet up group, ‘Sounds of Heart’, and as a researcher of 
economic research group, ‘MultiPlayer’.
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Evan  |  Business Developer
 Evan is a Business Developer for UUNIO. He is experienced 
as a producer for mobile media contents and film production. 
He also managed multiple SNS channels. Based on his experiences, 
he aims to activatly develop UNNIO services. He graduated from 
UCLA.

Wason  |  Business Developer
 Wason is a Business Developer for UNNIO. He is experienced in both 
private and public sector, from working with governments at CityNet 
and the Global Green Growth Institute expanding membership and 
initiating programs in LDC countries in the Country Planning and 
Implementation Division to business strategy and development for a 
blockchain fintech start-up venture. He also worked on developing 
the business of e-commerce mobile applications at SKPlanet. He 
graduated from Yonsei University and UC San Diego.

Jones Park  |  RA 
 Research Assistant of UUNIO.
Graduated at Seoul National University.

9. The Team

Rachel  |  Marketing Coordinator
 Marketing Coordinator of UUNIO. Former Overseas Marketing 
Assistant of Idea IT Graduated from University of California, Los 
Angeles

Dion  |  Marketing Coordinator
 Marketing Coordinator of UUNIO. Promotation of cosmetic 
marketing pages. Assistance with building systems through block 
chain investment meetings and studies.
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Daniel Kim  |  Designer
 Daniel is a designer at UUNIO. He was a designer at Fuji Xerox 
Korea. He has experience in various field of designs such as web, 
brand, and graphic design in several companies. He has emphasis in 
BI/CI Design.

Jennifer Wang  |  Community Manager
 Community Manager of UUNIO. Former Taiwanese Market 
Representitive of MyMusicTaste. Graduated from Yonsei University 
and University of Texas at Austin. Fluent in English, Chinse, Korean 
and Japanese.

Rocky Zhang  |  China Communicater
 Communicater of UUNIO. Graduated from Sangmyung University.
Fluent in Chinese and Korean.

9. The Team

Michael Chen  |  Public Relationship
 Community Manager of UUNIO 
Graduated from Seoul National University. luent in English and 
Chinese
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10. Advisors
Miranda Tan  |  CEO of Robin8
 Tan is current CEO of Robin8 and has over 10 years experience in 
PR and marketing. Former CEO of MyPRGenie, President of Excite 
Media Group, she specialized in PR and marketing for start-ups and 
fast growth companies including McKinsey & Company, National 
Imaging Associates.

10. Advisors

Alex Mashinsky  |  CEO at Celsius
 Alex is a serial entrepreneur and founder of seven New York City-
based startups, raising more than $1 billion and exiting over 
$3 billion. Alex founded two of New York City’s top 10 venture-
backed exits since 2000: Arbinet, with a 2004 IPO that had a market 
capitalization of over $750 million; and Transit Wireless, valued at 
$1.2 billion.

Chandler Guo  | Angel Invester and Founder of Bitcoin God
 Chandler Guo is an angel investor and adviser who specializes in 
blockchain startups. He manages Bitbank, one of China's major 
mining companie, and is also the founder of Bitcoin God that was 
hard-forked from Bitcoin. 

David Lee  | cto of open source chain
 David Lee graduated from UCLA in 1992 with Computer Engineering 
and received MBA with scholarship from USC. He is a seasoned 
veteran in high tech industry, having previously held senior roles 
in Microsoft, Oracle, Honeywell, IBM, NASA, DNV China. With a 
solid background in the Silicon Valley, he is well-versed in helping 
with early development of businesses and industries and investing 
in them. He has been taking an active part in IT and software 
industries as CTO, and is currently working as an early angel investor 
and advisor for a number of companies and investors including 
Ethereum and EOS.
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 UUNIO is a reward-oriented community that aims toward the decentralisation of 
content profit. Existing social media has a centralized system and a profit structure 
which are heavily oriented to large companies. Internet giants make a profit from their 
user information. UUNIO breaks down the company-oriented profit structure which 
neglects its users. All user information provided without any financial compensation, 
now returns to the users with the profit under the mean of UNIFUL coin.

 UUNIO is a contents market where creators’ efforts are reasonably compensated. Unlike 
existing contents platforms taking commissions on creators’ revenue, UUNIO provides 
full revenue generated from contents to their providers. Also, UUNIO, with its unique 
recommendation system, seeks promising creators and provides a desirable creative 
environment to help produce high-quality contents. UUNIO’s contents ecosystem will 
be transformed into a user-friendly platform as well as space where competent creators 
gather.

 UUNIO strives for the realisation of public interest and the development of democratic 
values. UUNIO's DApp, UUNIREVIEW, provides accurate information that saves time 
and effort of the users and also saves social costs on overflow of information in varying 
quality.
UUNIPRESS restores the freedom of speech to journalism eroded by capitalism. Beyond 
review and journalism, UUNIO plans to expand dApp to change the paradigm of 
Internet contents. UUNIO will democratise information by eliminating the unreasonable 
asymmetry, and ultimately recover the core value of the internet.

 UUNIO draws all into your daily life. UUNIO, the first blockchain technology that goes 
with people’s real life, will make users to experience UNIFUL coin in front of them. 
On UUNIO, users can directly harvest UNIFUL coins - the first fruit of the blockchain 
technology. It is literally the first step in transforming every aspect of life into a reward. 
When the change that is thought to be innovative seems ordinary, the future that 
drawn by UUNIO will be there.

11. Conclusion

11. Conclusion
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